
Inspiring Meetings & Event spaces in
the heart of Amsterdam 



The Playing Circle is not about inspiring places. It’s about inspiring people.
A place without people will never be inspiring to anyone.  That’s why The
Playing Circle is always in search of new ways and  places to play.

Cities have always had a magical attraction to artists, great minds and innovators.
They are the sources of innovation and the places where  creativity comes alive.

The Playing Circle creates atmospheres where people feel comfortable and at
home. That’s how our creativity comes to full bloom. It’s the sheer contrast to
your daily practice.

The Playing Circle provides inspiring meeting spaces on unique locations. We
always have the ideal space for you.

The Playing Circle



Conscious catering

Great food goes beyond nourishing the body; it is a mindful approach
that recognizes the profound connection between food and mental well-
being. 

By selecting thoughtfully sourced, nutrient-rich ingredients, conscious
catering not only enhances physical health but also positively influences the
mind. The incorporation of wholesome and sustainable options in catering
choices boosts energy levels and fosters creativity. 

Our commitment extends to partnering with inspiring individuals and
businesses, weaving their conscious stories into the fabric of our culinary
offerings, creating an experience that not only satisfies the palate but also
uplifts the spirit.





OUR V E N U E S



Our venues

The Playing Circle offers several inspirational and unique meeting
and event venues in the bustling heart of Amsterdam. The interior is
modern and fresh, which offers the perfect contrast to the city’s
historic background and the grandeur of the buildings.

All our venues are designed by the interior designers of The Loft and offer
distinct spaces for meetings, a dedicated area for catering, and a cozy
lounge section where you can relax and connect with people during breaks.
This ensures a seamless blend of productivity and comfort, creating an
inviting atmosphere for both work and leisure.

Besides having beautiful historic elements our venues offer all facilities and
audio visuals for your modern-day event.

We take care of every detail you don’t want to think about. So you can
focus on the essence of your gathering. Stepping out of your comfort zone
has never been this comfortable.

https://entertheloft.com/


AT E L I E R  DE   V I J Z E L 



Capacity: up to 60 guests
Number of rooms: 1 room 
Size: 200m2
Accessibility: only accessible by stairs (no elevator available) 
Address: Vijzelstraat 77-3, Amsterdam

Atelier de Vijzel is located on the so-called ‘Golden Bend’, which
historically is the most prestigious part of the Herengracht canal,
directly across the majestic Amsterdam City Archives.

In more recent times Atelier de Vijzel was used as the atelier of a famous
fashion house, which is why the venue is set up very spaciously. The room
is therefore suitable for splitting up the plenary group in several break-out
groups. 

Thanks to the two glass domes and four French balconies there is an
abundance of natural light and stunning views on the city. Combined with
the stylish and homely interior, this creates an environment that is perfect
for creative and inspirational sessions.

Atelier de Vijzel



Rates and facts 

Half day  Full day Full day & evening Extra hour

€795,00 €1095,00 €1395,00 €115,00

Includes WiFi, two flip charts, a SONOS sound system, 80 inch movable
LCD screen, and workshop materials. Rates excludes VAT, catering, and
mandatory floor manager service.

Atelier de Vijzel 

Boardroom Classroom Cabaret TheatreU-shape Workshop
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THE VAUDEVILLE THEATRE



The Vaudeville Theatre

The Vaudeville Theatre was built in 1850 and is located on the
famous Flower Market along the Singel canal. The building used to be
an actual theater to make the upcoming vaudeville available to the
Amsterdam folks. 

A group of artists purchased the building in the 1950s. They added the
large windows to create more daylight on the infamous grey Dutch days.
Eventually, the light was considered to be so unique that the room became
very popular amongst national and international artists and photographers. 

Even today the venue still works great for creative meetings, trainings, and
workshops, but also for intimate and exclusive dinners. 

Capacity: up to 22 guests
Number of rooms: 1 room 
Size: 100m2
Accessibility: only accessible by stairs (no elevator available) 
Address: Singel 512-III, Amsterdam



Rates and facts

Half day

€595,00

Full day Full day + evening Extra hour

€895,00 €1095,00 €100,00

Includes WiFi, two flip charts, a SONOS sound system, 80 inch movable
LCD screen, and workshop materials. Rates excludes VAT, catering, and
mandatory floor manager service.

BoardroomDinner Reception

2220 22The Vaudeville Theatre



THE FREDERIK 



The Frederik

The Frederik is located on Frederiksplein in the heart of Amsterdam,
close to the vibrant Utrechtsestraat and iconic Amstel River. The
venue offers an impressive view on the charming and green square.
The beauty of its surroundings offers the perfect opportunity for a
refreshing stroll in between meetings. 

The space is situated on the ground floor and offers a meeting area with a
flexible set-up, catering area, and comfortable lounge. The large ceiling-to-
floor Art Nouveau windows shower the space in an abundance of light. 

Two additional break-out rooms are located at the back of the building
and offer a view on our garden.

Capacity: up to 30 guests
Number of rooms: 3 rooms 
Size: 170m2
Accessibility: only accessible by small steps (ground floor) 
Address: Frederiksplein 16, Amsterdam



Rates and facts

Half day Full day Full day + evening Extra hour

€650,00 €950,00 €1250,00 €100,00

Includes WiFi, two flip charts, a SONOS sound system, 70 inch movable
LCD screen, and workshop materials. Rates excludes VAT, catering, and
mandatory floor manager service.

Classroom Dinner TheatreBoardroom

1612 16 17 30The Frederik
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THE VAUDEVILLE LIBRARY



The Vaudeville Library

The Vaudeville Library overlooks the vibrant and colorful Flower
Market. The boardroom with ensuite lounge has a warm and intimate
“members’ club-like” atmosphere and is it the perfect environment for
smaller and personal meetings away from the office.

The space is offered as part of a self-service concept. You and your guests
will be welcomed by a host, whom will explain the ins-and-outs of the
room. 

Besides serving as a boardroom on its own the room also works really well
as a break-out room to The Vaudeville Theater, which is located on the 3rd
floor within the same building. 

Capacity: up to 8 people
Number of rooms: 1 room 
Size: 35m2
Accessibility: only accessible by small steps (ground floor) 
Address: Singel 512-HS, Amsterdam



Rates and facts

Half day* Full day *

€350,00 €500,00 €100,00

Extra hour 

* The Vaudeville Library can be used between 09:00 and 17:00 only

Includes WiFi, a flip chart, SONOS sound system, 50 inch TV, workshop
materials, and TV, workshop materials, and. Excludes VAT, catering and a
Do-it-your-self-location manage. Excludes VAT.

Th Vaudeville
 Library

Boardroom Classroom Cabaret Theatre U-shape Workshop
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 Office address:
Singel 512-III 

1017 AX, Amsterdam

Contact us: 
+31 (0) 20 777 00 04

info@theplayingcircle.com


